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ABSTRACT:
Aims: To evaluate the prognostic significance of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) tumour stage in clinically localised prostate cancer.
Materials and methods: Between 1988 and 1999, 199 men with clinically localised prostate cancer (T1–T4, N0/Nx, M0) were treated with
neo-adjuvant androgen deprivation and radical radiotherapy, and were staged using MRI. Concordance between clinical tumour (cT) stage,
as determined by digital rectal examination, and MRI tumour (mT) stage was assessed. Univariate and multivariate analyses using the Cox
proportional hazards model were used to study the prognostic role of cT stage and mT stage in addition to established prognostic factors.
Results: Of these 199 patients, 103 (52%) were upstaged on MRI, seven (3%) were downstaged, and in 89 (45%) cT and mT stages were
concordant. With median follow-up of 3.8 years, 5-year freedom from prostate-specific antigen (PSA) failure was 48% (95% confidence
interval (CI) 39–56%). On univariate analysis, freedom from PSA failure was associated with mT stage (PZ 0.009) as well as Gleason
score (P! 0.001) and initial PSA (P! 0.001), but not cT stage (PZ 0.449). On multivariate analysis, Gleason score (PZ 0.001), initial
PSA (P! 0.001), but not mT stage (PZ 0.112) remained independent determinants of freedom from PSA failure. For the subgroup of 149
patients with cT1–2 disease, mT stage was a significant predictor of increased risk of PSA failure on univariate analysis (PZ 0.005), but
not multivariate analysis (PZ 0.19).
Conclusion: Freedom from PSA failure was more closely associated with mT stage than cT stage. Future studies are warranted to determine
whether mT stage is an independent determinant of treatment outcome. Jackson, A. S. N. et al. (2005). Clinical Oncology 17, 167–171

! 2004 The Royal College of Radiologists. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Clinical tumour (cT) stage, as determined by digital rectal
examination, is an independent determinant of outcome
after radical treatment for prostate cancer [1–3]. Clinicians
commonly base treatment decisions, such as the suitability
for radical treatment and the duration of androgen
deprivation on cT stage, and clinical trials typically use
cT stage as an inclusion criterion [4–7].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may also be used to
define T stage (mT stage) in men with prostate cancer. The
Clinical Oncology Information Network (COIN) guidelines
[8], produced jointly by the Royal College of Radiologists
and the British Association of Urological Surgeons state
that ‘‘for local evaluation of the prostate . where radical
treatment is contemplated, either by prostatectomy or
radiotherapy, then it is reasonable to perform radiological
staging. Currently, MRI offers the most complete and
accurate assessment of local disease and spread’’. Although
T staging using MRI is advocated as routine practice in this
setting, there have been a few studies [9–11] of the
prognostic significance of mT stage compared with cT
stage, particularly in patients treated with radiotherapy. We
have, therefore, analysed the predictive role of mT stage
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Abstract
Aims: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans are increasingly utilized for radiotherapy planning to
contour the primary tumors of patients undergoing intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). These
scans may also demonstrate cancer extent and may affect the treatment plan. We assessed the impact of
planning MRI detection of extracapsular extension, seminal vesicle invasion, or adjacent organ invasion on
the staging, target volume delineation, doses, and hormonal therapy of patients with prostate cancer
undergoing IMRT.
Methods: The records of 509 consecutive patients with planning MRI scans being treated with IMRT for
prostate cancer between January 2010 and July 2012 were retrospectively reviewed. Tumor staging and
treatment plans before and after MRI were compared.
Results: Of the 509 patients, 103 (20%) were upstaged and 44 (9%) were migrated to a higher risk category
as a result of findings at MRI. In 94 of 509 patients (18%), the MRI findings altered management. Ninety-four
of 509 patients (18%) had a change to their clinical target volume (CTV) or treatment technique, and in 41
of 509 patients (8%) the duration of hormone therapy was changed because of MRI findings.
Conclusion: The use of radiotherapy planning MRI altered CTV design, dose and/or duration of androgen
deprivation in 18% of patients in this large, single institution series of men planned for dose-escalated
prostate IMRT. This has substantial implications for radiotherapy target volumes and doses, as well as
duration of androgen deprivation. Further research is required to investigate whether newer MRI techniques
can simultaneously fulfill staging and radiotherapy contouring roles.

Key words: IMRT, magnetic resonance imaging, prostate cancer, radiotherapy.

INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the most common non-cutaneous
cancer among men in both Australia and the UK with an
estimated 17 835 and 36 700 new cases occurring
respectively in 2008.1 External beam radiation therapy
is a commonly employed definitive treatment option for
prostate cancer and the use of intensity-modulated
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a b s t r a c t

Background and purpose: To assess the impact of using MRI and Helical Tomotherapy (HT) compared to
3DCRT and dynamic IMRT on the dose to the penile bulb (PB).
Materials and methods: Eight patients diagnosed with prostate cancer entered a treatment protocol
including CT and MRI simulation. The prostate apex was defined on both MRI and CT. Treatment plans
(HT, Linac-IMRT, 3DCRT and conventional technique), were elaborated on both MRI and CT images. A
dose of 71.4 Gy (2.55 Gy/fraction) was prescribed; it was requested that PTVs be covered by 95% isodose
line. The mean dose and V50 of PB were evaluated.
Results: PTV-MRI plans reduced PB mean dose and V50 compared to PTV-CT plans. This improvement,
deriving also from the treatment modality, was 89% for 3DCRT, 99% for Linac-IMRT and 97% for HT
(p < 0.01), considering V50. Conventional plans resulted in a significantly higher mean PB dose/V50 com-
pared to 3DCRT-PTV-CT (+27%/+38%), Linac-IMRT-PTV-CT (+42%/+57%) and HT-PTV-CT (+32%/+48%)
(p < 0.01). The comparison between conventional and PTV-MRI techniques showed a still larger increase:
+73%/+93% 3DCRT; +86%/+99% Linac-IMRT; +56%/+99% HT (p < 0.01). The PB mean dose reduction with
Linac-IMRT compared to 3DCRT was 24% (p = 0.034) and 40% (p = 0.027) for PTV-CT and PTV-MRI, respec-
tively. This gain remained significant even when comparing Linac-IMRT to HT: 21% (p = 0.07) PTV-CT and
68% (p = 0.00002) PTV-MRI. HT was superior to 3DCRT with respect to PTV-CT (average gain 4%,
p = 0.044), whereas it resulted to be detrimental considering PTV-MRI (26 Gy vs 16.5 Gy), possibly due
to the helical delivery of HT; however, in a patient where the distance bulb-PTV <1 cm, HT provided bet-
ter PB sparing than 3DCRT (29.5 Gy vs 45.2 Gy).
Conclusions: MRI allowed efficient sparing of PB irrespective of the treatment modality. Linac-IMRT was
shown to further reduce the dose to the bulb compared to 3DCRT and HT.

! 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology 93 (2009) 57–63

Prostate cancer is the most common malignant neoplasm in
men. Since radiation therapy efficacy has improved over time,
the issues related to post-therapy quality of life and sexual func-
tioning have become very important in those cancer patients. Stud-
ies of erectile dysfunction (ED) after radiation therapy (RT) have
shown that the rates of post-therapy impotence range from 20%
to 90% depending on radiation technique, the method used to eval-
uate ED, hormonal therapy, the use of anti-impotence drugs, the
definition of potency and the follow-up time [1–13].

A number of studies [14–20] on the aetiology of post-radiation
erectiledysfunctioncorrelated impotencewithdose to critical struc-

tures such as penile bulb, corpus cavernosum and the internal
pudental artery; evidence from these studies supports the hypothe-
sis that themost likelymechanism for radiation-induced impotence
seems to be damage to the pelvic vasculature and penile bodies.

Assuming a predominant vascular component in the occurrence
of post-radiation erectile dysfunction, a decrease of the radiation
dose to the pelvic vasculature and penile bodies might likely result
in a decrease of impotence. These structures may be better defined
by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which has been demon-
strated to be superior to computed tomography (CT) for the imag-
ing of erectile tissue and defining of the prostate apex [21–30].
Although CT scan is widely used to plan radiotherapy treatment,
this imaging technique has several limitations. Whereas the ante-
rior, posterior and lateral border of the prostate can often be clearly
seen on CT, the apex of the prostate is generally undistinguishable

0167-8140/$ - see front matter ! 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.radonc.2009.04.004
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Materiali%e%metodi%

Sono%sta/%analizza/%15%pazien/%radiotra6a/%per%adenocarcinoma%

della%prostata%in%sede%

%Cara#eris1che%pazien1%

Età%(media)% 74,8%anni%

Classe%di%rischio:%

!  Basso%

!  Intermedio%

!  Alto%

%

2%(13%)%

3%(20%)%

10%(67%)%

Stadio%

!  T1c%

!  T2a%

!  T2b%

!  T2c%

!  T3a%

!  T3b%

%

3%(20%)%

2%(13%)%

4%(27%)%

3%(20%)%

2%(13%)%

1%(7%)%

iPSA%(medio)% 7,7%ng/dl%

Gleason%Score%(medio)% 7%

Dose%Totale%prescri6a%% 76%Gy%–%78%Gy%



Materiali%e%metodi%

Tud%i%pazien/%hanno%eseguito:%

! TC%di%simulazione%(GE%Prospeed®)%

! RM%mul/parametrica%della%pelvi%(Philips®%1,5%Tesla)%
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Conclusioni%

Prostate radiotherapy

Dose to the inferior rectum is strongly associated with patient reported
bowel quality of life after radiation therapy for prostate cancer
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a b s t r a c t

Purpose: To evaluate rectal dose and post-treatment patient-reported bowel quality of life (QOL) follow-
ing radiation therapy for prostate cancer.
Methods: Patient-reported QOL was measured at baseline and 2-years via the expanded prostate cancer
index composite (EPIC) for 90 patients. Linear regression modeling was performed using the baseline
score for the QUANTEC normal tissue complication probability model and dose volume histogram
(DVH) parameters for the whole and segmented rectum (superior, middle, and inferior).
Results: At 2-years the mean summary score declined from a baseline of 96.0–91.8. The median volume
of rectum treated toP70 Gy (V70) was 11.7% for the whole rectum and 7.0%, 24.4%, and 1.3% for the infe-
rior, middle, and superior rectum, respectively. Mean dose to the whole and inferior rectum correlated
with declines in bowel QOL while dose to the mid and superior rectum did not. Low (V25–V40), interme-
diate (V50–V60) and high (V70–V80) doses to the inferior rectum influenced bleeding, incontinence,
urgency, and overall bowel problems. Only the highest dose (V80) to the mid-rectum correlated with rec-
tal bleeding and overall bowel problems.
Conclusions: Segmental DVH analysis of the rectum reveals associations between bowel QOL and inferior
rectal dose that could significantly influence radiation planning and prognostic models.

Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. Radiotherapy and Oncology 110 (2014) 291–297

Following external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) for prostate
cancer, ‘‘moderate/severe’’ gastrointestinal side-effects persist in
up to 10% of men typically manifesting as urgency, frequency, pain,
incontinence, or bleeding [1]. Extensive research demonstrated
rectal dose–volume histogram (DVH) parameters [2–8], including
normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) models [9], as a
prognostic for physician-scored toxicity. These parameters, how-
ever, have not been as carefully studied for patient-reported qual-
ity of life (QOL) [10,11], which is a more sensitive and valid
indicator of patient satisfaction [12].

In addition, more recent data suggest that radiation dose to the
anorectum, as compared to the whole rectum, may exhibit the
strongest association with late physician-scored rectal toxicity
[13–15,32]. To this end, we sought to evaluate the influence of

both whole and segmental rectal DVH parameters on changes in
patient-reported bowel QOL [16].

Methods and materials

Study patients

The study cohort includedmen with clinically localized prostate
cancer undergoing definitive EBRT at a single institution from 2004
to 2009 as part of one of three prospective institutional review
board approved studies: a randomized phase II trial of urethral
sparing intensity modulated radiation therapy and two consecu-
tive QOL studies. Of 114 men treated on these protocols, this anal-
ysis was restricted to 90 men with baseline and 2-year post-
treatment patient-reported outcome measures.

Outcome measure

Patients completed the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Com-
posite (EPIC) instrument at baseline, 6, 12, and 24 months [12].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.radonc.2014.01.007
0167-8140/Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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Studi recenti (Stenmark e coll, 2014)    
hanno correlato la tossicità rettale tardiva (sanguinamento, 

tenesmo, incontinenza) 
con la dose al retto basso 



Conclusioni%

Nella%nostra%esperienza%l’aggiunta%delle%immagini%
RM%nella%pianificazione%del%tra#amento%

radioterapico%ha%permesso:%
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possibile%riduzione%della%tossicità%re#ale%tardiva%
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